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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Lingua franca is an alternative way used by people to communicate between 

groups who have different languages. It is a language used by people whose mother 

tongues are different in order to communicate (Levchenko, 2009). Thus, a language 

that simply unites at least two groups can be called as a lingua franca. It is not just 

English that serves as an international language agreed as a lingua franca; “any 

language could conceivably serve as a lingua franca between two groups, no matter 

what sort of language it was” (Levchenko, 2009). The language that simply serves 

two groups or more is called Language Contact. 

Regarding that languages have a capability to grow, age, decay, even lose 

through a certain situation, language contact is a language able to obtain needs 

between two groups and existing throughout migration, enslavement, and 

colonization. Most languages are derived from their ancestors through a normal 

language transmission: each generation of speakers inherits their language from 

previous generations intact or only a few minor changes. Then, new languages 

generated in situations of language contact are called pidgins and creoles (Coulmas, 

1998). Levchenko (2009), pinpoints that pidgins and creoles are the products of 

European colonialism going around the world and colliding with indigenous 

languages, often either enslaving their speakers or shipping them off to remote non-
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native areas to work as servants. In that situation, substrates (a language spoken by 

people who held socially subordinate position) and superstrates (a language spoken 

by people who held socially dominant position) were making contact whether or not 

both speakers did it on purpose. 

According to Holm (2004: 5), “pidgin is a reduced language resulted from 

extended contact between groups of people with no language in common”. It evolves 

when they need some means of verbal communication, perhaps for trade, but no 

group learns the native language of any other group for social reasons that may 

include lack of trust or close contact. It is derived through the process of pidginization 

(Levchenko, 2009), and it has traditionally been defined as being conventionalized; in 

contrast to jargons which are more variable and strongly affected by native language 

of their users (Coulmas, 1998). Through pidgins, A creole, in the classical sense of 

Hall (Coulmas, 1998), is a pidgin that has acquired native speakers, usually, the 

descendants of pidgin speakers who grow up using the pidgin as their first language. 

Furthermore, According to Holm (2004: 6),  

A creole has a jargon or a pidgin in its ancestry; it is spoken natively by an 

entire speech community, often one whose ancestors were displaced 

geographically so that their ties with their original language and 

sociocultural identity were partly broken. 

Such social conditions were often the result of slavery. For example, “from 

the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, Africans of diverse ethno linguistic groups 

were brought by Europeans to colonies in the New World to work together on sugar 

plantations” (Holm, 2004: 6). For the first generation of slaves in such a setting, the 
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conditions were often those that produce a pidgin. Normally the Africans had no 

language in common except what they could learn of the Europeans’ language, and 

access to this was usually very restricted because of the social conditions of slavery. 

Then, the children born in the New World were usually exposed more to this pidgin 

and found it more useful than their parents’ native languages (Holm, 2004).  

Thus, creoles existed from the second generation of the societies having 

pidgins. They thought that pidgins often spoken by their ancestor are the first 

language. However, they uttered the language unlike their ancestors did. It was 

affected by the original languages of the elder, through the process of creolization 

(Levchenko, 2009), pidgins grew up becoming the creoles considered as their first 

language by them. Recalling that most of the Asian countries are enslaved by the 

tyranny of European colonials, Indonesia is one of the sufferers imperialized by the 

Dutch colonial. Originally, Indonesia has many areas all over the country, and no 

blank spot of the country did not become the Dutch tyranny.  

Dutch imperialized all over Indonesia for about 350 years. These might be 

some possibilities that language contact was existed. Interestingly, there was an 

island named Kangean where the societies there speak a language unlike Madurese, 

even though it is located in the east of Sumenep regency, East Java. According to the 

history told by trusted informants, Kangean was once the remote area of kingdom’s 

isolation, such as Sumenep kingdom. It was also the immigration area for Bugis 

voyagers and Sulawesi people. Then, around nineteenth century, that area became 

Dutch inflation along with other areas in Indonesia. During the inflation, the slavery 
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happened. Because their both mother tongues are different, they communicated by 

using a language resulted from the contact for a long time between Dutch and 

Kangean people.  

As stated earlier, the products of language contact are usually pidgin and 

creole. Then the language found in Kangean might be either pidgin or creole as the 

result of language contact between languages uttered by Kangean people and Dutch. 

Furthermore, in the context on how language is spoken in Kangean that the language 

is uttered as a lingua franca of different villages in Kangean which their language are 

mutually unintellegible and not restricted by the society (used in wide range), it must 

have been the result of pidgin which is considered as their mother tongue by the 

second generation of the society; creole. Even though Creole is not the same one to 

other normal languages, as stated by Holm (2004), that most of linguists come to 

consider pidgins and creoles as freakish exceptions that were irrelevant to any theory 

of normal languages, but because of their nature, pidgins and creoles could offer 

important insights into the study of languages, Reinecke (cited in Holm, 2004). Thus, 

the writer is extremely interesting in conducting a research and writing it in a thesis 

entitled “Language Contact Resulted from the Dutch Post-Colonization in Kangean: 

An Analysis of Creoles Perspective”. 

1.2 Research Problems 

Based on the background study stated above, the researcher formulates the 

problems as follows: 

1.  How many Dutch-like vocabulary items are found in Kangean creole? 
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2. What kind of Kangean generations speaks Kangean creole? 

1.3 Purposes of the Research 

From the stated research problem above, the purposes of this research are: 

1.  To know how many Dutch-like vocabulary items found in Kangean creole. 

2.  To describe what Kangean generation who speaks Kangean creole. 

1.4 Significances of the Study 

Hopefully, this study gives an important contribution to those who are 

interested in studying about sociolinguistics, especially in language contact. 

Furthermore, it will be useful for the other researchers who study related to the topic. 

1.5 Scope and Limitation 

This research is focusing on language contact that existed after Dutch inflation 

in Kangean Island, and it highlights on its creole perspective. Yet because there is no 

formal document about Kangean itself, this research is limited to only study based on 

observation and interview, and also focused in two villages. They are Duko and 

Arjasa village. 

1.6 Definition of the Key Terms 

1. Creole is usually a pidgin that has acquired native speakers and the descendants of 

pidgins 

2. Lingua Franca is a language used as a common means of communication among 

people whose native language are mutually unintelligible. 

3. Language Contact is a language that simply serve two groups or more. 
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4. Pidgin is a reduced language resulted from extended contact between groups of 

people with no language in common. 


